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ANHEUSER-BUSCH’S RESPONSE TO THE COMPLAINT
BY ROD KOVEL REGARDING GENEVA RED WINGS STADIUM SIGNAGE
Anheuser-Busch submits this response to the Beer Institute’s Code
Compliance Review Board opposing the complaint filed by Mr. Rod Kovel on
September 17, 2019. Mr. Kovel’s complaint was an amalgam of complaints about
many brewers’ ads. In this response Anheuser-Busch deals with the only issue
that relates to it—the stadium signage in Geneva, NY. (Mr. Kovel complains about
two Modelo ads. In the United States, Constellation Brands advertises Modelo,
and thus Anheuser-Busch is not the company that will be responding to those
aspects of Mr. Kovel’s complaint.)
Mr. Kovel asserts that Budweiser has a billboard in a municipal playground
in violation of Beer Institute Code Paragraphs 12 and 3(f). Mr. Kovel is mistaken.
Our local wholesaler, Lake Beverage Corp., sponsored the Geneva Red Wings by
buying fence signage for the season at the team’s baseball stadium. The fence
signage Mr. Kovel complains of faces inside the stadium and simply displays the
Budweiser name and logo.
First, it should be noted at the outset that the fence signage in the baseball
stadium is not a “billboard” within the terms of the Beer Institute’s Advertising
and Marketing Code Guideline 12. The Cambridge English Dictionary defines
“billboard” as “a very large board on which advertisements are shown, esp. at the
side of a road.” See also Macmillan Dictionary (Examples: “Billboard refers to a
kind of large, outdoor advertisement that is usually seen in cities or along major
roadways.”). Wikipedia explains that a billboard is “a large outdoor advertising
structure (a billing board), typically found in high traffic areas such as along busy
roads.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billboard
The sign at issue here, which merely displays our brand logo, is 7’ x 12’. It is
not a billboard governed by Guideline 12. Rather, it is stadium signage erected at
a facility by an event sponsor. Guideline 3(e) allows a brewer to erect advertising
at a facility that is used primarily for adult oriented events (such as sports), even
though the facility also may, in some instances, also host events where an
underage audience may be present.

Second, there can be little doubt that McDonough Park is a baseball
stadium, not a playground within the language of Guideline 12. The stadium is not
generally open to the public during the off-season; it is a stadium that the Red
Wings work hard to maintain. The website for the Geneva Red Wings baseball
team proudly observes that this is an historic baseball stadium:
McDonough Park opened in 1958 as the home of the minor league
Geneva Red Legs and remains in use today as the proud home of the
prestigious Perfect Game Collegiate League’s Geneva Red Wings.
With a seating capacity of over three thousand and a trendy stadium
atmosphere, McDonough Park has grand history in its roots as the
home of several other minor league teams such as the Geneva Cubs
and Geneva Reds. . . . As the home of the Red Wings, the park will
once again become a mainstay for fans throughout the Upstate New
York area as Geneva battles opposing teams throughout New York.
With new ownership that has over 30 years of experience in the
collegiate game, the Red Wings have revamped McDonough park
making it the most unique stadium in the area.
http://genevaredwings.com/mcdonough-park/ (emphasis added). See also
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geneva_Cubs (“The Geneva Cubs were a minor
league baseball team located in Geneva, New York. . . . Their home stadium was
at McDonough Park.”) This is the stadium in which Pete Rose purportedly logged
his first professional hit.
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Third, this stadium has a primarily adult audience. Western New York is a
baseball fan’s Mecca. Everyone knows the National Baseball Hall of Fame and
Museum in Cooperstown, New York. But there are a number of small ballparks
scattered throughout Western New York that draw baseball history buffs from
throughout the country. For example:
Along the New York State Thruway, there are 5 Minor League
stadiums, all within an hour from each other. Two are still in use as
Affiliated Minor League Parks: Auburn and Batavia. The other three,
Geneva, Little Falls, and Newark, are serving the MLB sponsored
Collegiate Summer circuit.
https://digitalballparks.com/NYPenn/McDonough_640_15.html.
Mr. Kovel complains that many of the college students who play games in
the stadium in may be underage. That has never been the standard under the
Beer Institute Code. Indeed, brewers have signage at college athletic stadiums
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used for college sports teams, and this is allowed under the Code. See, e.g., Code
Guideline 10(a)(i). Why? Because the audience for the games is primarily
comprised of adults above the legal drinking age. The applicable standard here is
Guideline 3(e) of the Code, which directs:
Beer should not be advertised or marketed at any event where most
of the audience is reasonably expected to be below the legal drinking
age. This guideline does not prevent Brewers from erecting
advertising and marketing materials at or near facilities that are used
primarily for adult-oriented events, but which occasionally may be
used for an event where most attendees are under the legal drinking
age.
The adults of Geneva are invested in the Geneva Red Wings. They house
the players in their homes for the summer. They turn out for the games, as do
their competitors’ towns and baseball pilgrims. The Red Wings play some 60
home and away games over the summer. Plainly, “most of the audience is
reasonably expected to be [above] the legal drinking age,” consistent with
Guideline 3(e).
Lake Beverage Corporation is one of many local businesses to sponsor the
Red Wings. The list of other sponsors in no way suggests that the advertisers at
the stadium are targeting people under 21 years of age; rather, they clearly are
advertising to an adult audience. Besides Budweiser/Bud Light, the team’s
sponsors listed on its homepage are banks, insurers, construction firms, and
materials suppliers, among others:
*Bank of the Finger
Lakes
*Generations Bank
*LNB Banking
*Geneva Historical
Society
*Chrisanntha
Construction Corp.
*Geneva General
Dermatology

*Red Jacket
*Assemblyman Brian
M. Kolb
*Bond, McDonald &
Lehman, PC
*Fingerlakes1.com
*NY State Senator
Pamela Helming
*Lake Country Dental
*Sherwin Williams
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*Carl’s Pools & Spas
*Finger Lakes
Limousine & Coach
*Hobart
*Sunset Bowl
*Simmons-Rockwell
*D-Bat
*Geneva Lakefront
Ramada

*Rochester Regional
Health
*Phelps Sungas, Inc.
*Fingerlakes
Community College
*Pepsi
*Superior Masonry
*Monterrey Mexican
Restaurant
*KFC/Taco Bell
*O’Haver
*Amazing Grace

*Vision Sporting Goods
*K&D Disposal
*Tradition Chevrolet
*CSEA Local 835
*Smiles with Style
Dentistry
*The U.S. Army
*Wegmans
*Finger Lakes Health
*Excellus Blue Cross
*Phelps Cement
Products

*Dobbins Painting
*Ohmann Theatre
*The College Store
*Massa Construction
*Sahler’s Hot Dogs
*City of Geneva
*84 Lumber
*Geneva Glass Center
*Mark’s Pizzeria
*Cosentino’s
Ristorante

See http://genevaredwings.com.
Finally, Mr. Kovel is simply wrong to cite Guideline 3(f) of the Code, which
applies to things intended for use primarily by persons below the legal drinking
age, such as toys, games, branded apparel, and other material. Stadium signage is
not anything intended for use primarily by underage people. Rather, it is branding
intended to be viewed primarily by adults. Absolutely nothing that Mr. Kovel has
said supports the notion that this signage is somehow designed to target
underage people who cannot lawfully purchase the product. Like the banks,
insurers, contractors, and the law firm that also sponsored the Red Wings, Lake
Beverage hoped to support its local team and reach adults in the community who
actually could buy their goods and services. As such, Guideline 3(f) has nothing to
say about this signage.
As an aside, we should note that Mr. Kovel misunderstands the importance
of the fact that this stadium signage placement was made by our wholesaler, Lake
Beverage. Wholesalers live, work, and worship in the communities that they
service. They often have children in the local schools, and have a keen ability to
understand what is appropriate and responsible in their community. The fact that
Lake Beverage chose to support its local team by putting discreet stadium signage
in the Red Wings’ stadium makes us more—not less—sure that this placement
conforms to the values of the Beer Institute’s Advertising and Marketing Code.
We do not believe that Lake Beverage would place advertising in any way
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targeting the youth of their community, and as is demonstrated above, they did
not do so in this instance.
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MillerCoors Supplemental
Submission to CCRB

Constellation Brands Beer
Division CCRB Submission

CONSTELLATION BRANDS BEER DIVISION’S
RESPONSE TO ROD KOVEL’S BEER INSTITUTE AD CODE COMPLAINT
REGARDING MODELO® ADVERTISING
On August 13, 2019, Constellation Brands Beer Division (“Constellation”) received an email
from the Beer Institute which included a complaint from Mr. Rod Kovel. The complaint alleged that
Constellation’s Modelo® advertisements featuring Melissa Stockwell and Brian Ortega, and
placement of the subject advertisements on the YouTube platform (“YouTube”), violate the Beer
Institute Advertising & Marketing Code (the “Code”). Constellation responded to the email
complaint by letter on August 28, 2019 (the “August Letter”). The Beer Institute then notified
Constellation that Mr. Kovel subsequently requested formal review of his complaint by the Code
Compliance Review Board in a letter to the Beer Institute dated September 17, 2019 (the “September
Letter”).1
Mr. Kovel’s initial complaint alleged that Constellation violated Sections 3(c)(ii) and 4(c) of
the Code. In the September Letter, Mr. Kovel asserted that Constellation falsely represented its use
of YouTube in the August Letter. Constellation now files this response to Mr. Kovel’s complaint,
affirming—once again—that the content and placement of its Modelo® advertisements comply with
the standards set forth in the Code. Unless otherwise specified herein, capitalized terms used in this
response shall have the meanings applied in the Code.
I.

ANALYSIS OF MR. KOVEL’S SECTION 3(c)(ii) COMPLAINT

Mr. Kovel makes a number of assertions regarding YouTube in his initial complaint and the
September Letter, namely, that Constellation’s use of the platform violates Section 3(c)(ii)
because it is a platform upon which a brewer and a user can engage in dialogue, and the
referenced advertisements are accessible to individuals who are not age-verified as older than
twenty-one. Mr. Kovel also questions the LDA Compliance numbers for YouTube as a whole.
For this reason, an analysis of compliance under Section 3(c)(i) is also relevant to this response.
Section 3(c)(i) states, in part:
“Placements made by or under the control of the Brewer . . . in digital media in which there is no
dialogue between a Brewer and a user, may only be made where at least 71.6% of the audience is
expected to be adults of legal drinking age.”
The relevant portions of Section 3(c)(ii) are as follows:
“Beer advertising and marketing materials will meet the following criteria . . . Placements made
by or under the control of the Brewer in digital media in which there is a dialogue between a user
and a Brewer may only be made where a user confirms that he or she is of legal drinking age.
Confirmation may vary depending upon available technology but includes either: 1) disclosure of
a user’s full birth date or other method of active confirmation prior to viewing an advertisement
by or communicating with a Brewer; or, 2) restriction of the site to users of legal drinking age
through registration.”
A. CONSTELLATION’S USE OF YOUTUBE COMPLIES WITH SECTION 3(c)(i)
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Mr. Kovel’s initial complaint, the August Letter and the September Letter are attached hereto as Exhibit A.
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To ensure compliance with Section 3(c) of the Code, brewers refer to the Code Buying
Guidelines. Under the Digital Media Guidelines, specifically, brewers are expected to assess
LDA Compliance for non-targeted Digital Media Placements using an Audience Measurement
Service. An Audience Measurement Service is defined in the Code as “a nationally recognized
and independent company, including but not limited to Nielsen, Scarborough Research,
Mediamark Research, Inc., Edison and Comscore . . .” In compliance with the Buying Guidelines,
Constellation relies on data from Comscore to assess LDA Compliance on YouTube.
Comscore Media Metrix data consistently confirms that YouTube, as a platform, is LDA
Compliant. Constellation receives reports on this data from its media buying agency on a
quarterly basis, and the most recent report listed YouTube’s LDA Compliance at 84.1%.2 These
numbers well exceed the 71.6% compliance requirement set forth in the Code.
While Constellation’s placements on YouTube are only served and targeted to users ageverified as twenty-one or older (as described further below and in the August Letter), users can also
search for specific Modelo advertisements on the platform (which appears to be the method used by
Mr. Kovel as referenced in his September Letter). For the reasons set forth above, access to the
Modelo advertisements via the search mechanism complies with Section 3(c)(i) of the Code.
B. CONSTELLATION’S USE OF YOUTUBE COMPLIES WITH SECTION 3(c)(ii)
Under Section 3(c)(ii) of the Code, users must first confirm they are of legal drinking
age before they can engage in dialogue with a brewer. This Section also lists a number of methods to
confirm a user’s age, including “restriction of the site to users of legal drinking age through
registration”.
In Mr. Kovel’s September Letter, he includes a screenshot with arrows to indicate that he is
not signed into the platform while “at the Modelo brand page.” This statement is misleading.
On YouTube, users can only engage in dialogue with or access the Modelo USA brand page if
they are logged in (to YouTube or Google) and have provided age data confirming they are
twenty-one years or older. In fact, if an individual who is not logged in to YouTube or Google
attempts to subscribe to the Modelo USA brand page, access the Modelo USA brand page, or
engage in dialogue with the Modelo USA brand via the comment mechanism, the individual will
be prompted to log-in first.3 Furthermore, anyone who attempts to access the Modelo USA brand
page who is under the age of twenty-one (or who is not logged in), will be redirected to a page
warning the user that Modelo USA branded content is age restricted.4
In its August Letter, Constellation shared that it only serves its advertisements on YouTube
to users age verified as twenty-one or older who are logged in to YouTube or Google. Similarly,
the Modelo USA brand page on YouTube, and the ability for users to engage in dialogue with the
Modelo USA brand, is only accessible to logged-in users, who are twenty-one or older (based on
the information provided in their YouTube or Google accounts). Finally, as a general matter,
Constellation’s digital media team regularly assesses each brand’s Code compliance on social
media platforms, including YouTube, and makes improvements on its targeting and age
verification techniques as new technologies become available. In fact, using newly available
2

See Comscore Media Metrix, Multi-Platform (Oct., Nov., Dec. 2018).
See Exhibit B, YouTube Screenshots at 2-3 (capturing log-in prompts for subscriptions requests); YouTube
Screenshots at 4-5 (capturing log-in prompts for brand page access requests); YouTube Screenshots at 6-7
(capturing log-in prompts for providing comments).
4
Id. at 4-5.
3
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technology, Constellation recently implemented a video-level twenty-one plus age-gate to its
Modelo USA commercials on YouTube.5
Accordingly, Constellation’s use of YouTube also complies with Section 3(c)(ii) of the
Code.

II.

ANALYSIS OF MR. KOVEL’S SECTION 4(C) COMPLAINT

In Mr. Kovel’s initial email to the Beer Institute, he alleged that Constellation’s Modelo
commercials featuring Brian Ortega 6 and Melissa Stockwell7 also violate Section 4(c) of the Code.
As reference to the Brian Ortega commercial is absent from Mr. Kovel’s September Letter,
Constellation trusts that its response in the August Letter regarding the Brian Ortega commercial
is satisfactory. Constellation addresses Mr. Kovel’s remaining concerns regarding Section 4(c)
and the Melissa Stockwell commercial below.
Section 4(c) of the Code states:
“Beer advertising and marketing materials may portray beer as a part of personal and social
interactions and experiences, and a brand may be portrayed in appropriate surroundings as a
superior choice to complement a particular occasion or activity. Beer advertising and
marketing should not, however, claim or represent that individuals cannot obtain social,
professional, educational, athletic or financial success or status without beer consumption.”
A. CONSTELLATION’S MODELO ADVERTISING COMPLIES WITH SECTION 4(c)
The Melissa Stockwell commercial tells the story of veteran and triathlete, Melissa
Stockwell. In the :30 advertisement, viewers watch a series of vignettes which feature Melissa
participating and training in her respective sport, while the voiceover narrates the story of her
“fighting spirit”. The bookends of the spot feature Melissa holding and toasting a Modelo beer in
a social setting that does not feature her training or competing.
In his September Letter, Mr. Kovel states the Melissa Stockwell advertisement insinuates
that “Melissa has a ‘fighting spirit’”, that “drinking Modelo is a character-building trait useful to
sport and life” and that Modelo is a “product for those with a ‘fighting spirit’”. He also alleges
that the commercial suggests that drinking Modelo beer engenders a “fighting spirit”, which
“makes buyers better people.”
The Modelo advertisement intends to convey that Melissa has a “fighting spirit” and that
Modelo beer is brewed for those with a “fighting spirit.” As stated in the August Letter, this
multi-year campaign focuses on sharing the stories of individuals who have a “fighting spirit.”
This campaign was born out of a desire for the Modelo brand to better connect with its target
demographic: LDA consumers from all walks of life who are driven by a sense of purpose to
make their lives and the worlds they live in better, no matter what obstacles stand in their way.
There is nothing in the commercial that conveys—expressly or by implication—that consumption
or purchase of Modelo beer had an influence or impact on Melissa’s character or success as a
triathlete. In fact, the advertisement conveys the opposite message. Rather than depict that
5

See Exhibit C.
View at https://cavalryagency.egnyte.com/dl/KodVvyXzFq
7
View at https://cavalryagency.egnyte.com/dl/0UgSrLccFs
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consumption or purchase of Modelo beer improves one’s success or character, the Melissa
Stockwell commercial conveys that Modelo is the right choice for those individuals who are
working hard to persevere, achieve success, overcome adversity and face challenges, (i.e., those
with a “fighting spirit”) without regard to purchase or consumption of the beer.
For these reasons, and those stated in the August Letter, the Melissa Stockwell commercial
complies with Section 4(c) of the Code.
III.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Constellation respectfully requests that the Code Compliance
Review Board dismiss Mr. Kovel’s complaint, and hold that Constellation’s use of YouTube and the
content of the Modelo Melissa Stockwell (and Brian Ortega) advertisements, do not violate Sections 3(c)
and 4(c) of the Code.
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EXHIBIT A

From: Mary Jane Saunders
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 11:47 AM

Subject: FW: Complaint about uncontrolled ad placements and inappropriate content: multiple companies

EXTERNAL EMAIL

At the end of this email, please find an Ad Code complaint regarding ads from AB and MC and two
Constellation commercials for Modelo beer, “Melissa Stockwell” and “Brian Ortega.”
The complaint, submitted by Rod Kovel, alleges the Constellation commercials violate Sections 3c (ii) and 4c of
the Ad Code.
For your reference, Mr. Kovel complained earlier this year about an Anheuser‐Busch Bud Light
commercial. The CCRB did not sustain his complaint. The complaint and the CCRB’s decision is available at:
https://www.beerinstitute.org/responsibility/ccrb‐complaint‐decisions/
The Ad Code provisions at issue provide:
Section 3c(ii) ‐‐ “Placements made by or under the control of the Brewer in digital media in which there is a
dialogue between a user and a Brewer may only be made where a user confirms that he or she is of legal
drinking age. Confirmation may vary depending upon available technology but includes either: 1) disclosure of
a user’s full birth date or other method of active confirmation prior to viewing an advertisement by or
communicating with a Brewer; or, 2) restriction of the site to users of legal drinking age through registration.
The offer of downloadable content by a Brewer that can be permanently accessed by a user without viewing a
Brewer’s owned or controlled compliant digital media site or a third‐party compliant digital media site, will
similarly meet the standard set forth in this Section 3(c)(ii).”
Section 4(c) – “Beer advertising and marketing materials may portray beer as a part of personal and social
interactions and experiences, and a brand may be portrayed in appropriate surroundings as a superior choice
to complement a particular occasion or activity. Beer advertising and marketing materials should not,
however, claim or represent that individuals cannot obtain social, professional, educational, athletic, or
financial success or status without beer consumption.”
Mr. Kovel sent me his complaint by email today, August 13. The Ad Code says, “Brewers will endeavor to
respond to a complainant within two weeks of receiving notice of a complaint from the Beer Institute,” which
means August 28, 2019. Please let me know whether you are reasonably able respond to the complaint within
this timeframe or whether you need more time. The response should go directly to Mr. Kovel. He can be
1

reached by email to
responses.

. Please send me a copy. The other brewers will send separate

After receiving your response, Mr. Kovel has the right to request review of his complaint by the CCRB. If he
makes that request, he may also submit other material for the Board’s review. You will have an opportunity to
prepare an additional submission to the CCRB if you so choose. I will need copies of the commercials if the
complaint goes to the CCRB.
Thank you very much.
MJ

Mary Jane Saunders
Vice President and General Counsel
Beer Institute
440 First Street, NW, Suite 350

www.beerinstitute.org
Follow us on Twitter @BeerInstitute and on Facebook!
CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING: This message and its contents may include confidential and proprietary information and/or be protected
by an attorney-client privilege or work-product doctrine. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender, immediately, delete
this message and any attachments, and destroy any printed copies. Thank you.

From: Rod Kovel
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 12:23 PM
To: ADCode
Subject: Complaint about uncontrolled ad placements and inappropriate content: multiple companies
I have not contacted the brewers first.
I have complained in the past, and this step has repeatedly been an unproductive use of my time, the brewer's time and
the panelists' time as the panelists, (and the brewers) have typically disregarded those defenses raised by public
relations departments of the respective brewers when matters come before the panel.
In a complaint I recently submitted about "Corn Syrup" the panel ignored the AB response, and raised its own parody
defense on behalf of AB even as it was clearly violating the rule against disparaging a member/competitor by attacking
its ingredients, only to have AB reject the ostensibly winning defense here once Coors/Miller sued it under the Lanham
Act by claiming the ad was truthful and thus lawfully disparaging under Federal law.
I don't see the point of getting a brewer's assessment first if the panel is going to ignore it anyway.
Ads indiscriminately posted to Youtube
2

That being said, I'm protesting specifically Modello's (AB) use of Youtube to post ads at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcXttiTnWcM and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCrkfyIjYYI , Coors/Miller
for an ad at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o‐FjpnCufCk and by extension, these companies and all other members for all their
ads posted to their respective Youtube channels.
Section 3c of the Guidelines speaks to situations in which members post to digital media, ie websites, that do or do not
have dialogs with their users.
In the case of digital media that do not have dialogs, a member may only place an ad there if it can "expect" based on
"audience composition data reviewed prior to placement: that 71.6% of the users are of legal drinking age, which is 21 in
the US.
In the case of websites that do have dialogs with users, the brewer must be able to confirm the specific viewer wanting
to see the ad is above legal drinking age.
As for the former, it is clear that the brewers are not following the rules. This site discusses the ages of Youtube
viewers https://www.statista.com/statistics/296227/us‐youtube‐reach‐age‐gender/ but notably omits mention of those
users under 18, and those 18's are lumped into an 18‐24 bracket. It seems that no one has good information about how
many under 21's are seeing those ads, and it seems difficult if not impossible to assess who exactly is watching what
amongst Youtube users not signed in. The result, it seems to me, is that it is impossible in the absence of firm "audience
composition data" for a brewer to able to "expect" what percentage of viewership comes from over 21's. Yet, that is the
express requirement of the Guidelines, for better or worse.
Moreover, youtube is a dialog service. Viewers are actually encouraged to log in so the Youtube algorithms can provide
interesting content, but viewers are not obliged to log in. At the same time, content posters have the ability to mark
uploads as inappropriate for children, and Youtube blocks user designated inappropriate videos to anyone not signed in
and/or presently of suitable age per their account.
But the foregoing brewers have deliberately failed to take advantage of that scheme, allowing its ads to be seen by
anyone whether or not signed in, and whether or not of appropriate age. Moreover, the algorithms used by Youtube for
users not signed in allow videos not posted as inappropriate for children to go to users who have not specifically
requested them regardless of age. A child watching other commercials on Youtube may well end up with a beer ad.
These results are inexcusable. The brewers can do the research necessary to see who is watching their ads, and they can
control where their ads go with a tremendous degree of precision but choose to do nothing despite an ostensible
commitment to responsible advertising.
Billboard indiscriminately placed in a public park
I am protesting a Bud billboard that defies 3f and 12 because it is placed at a high school and college baseball field in a
municipal park in Geneva, NY called McDonough Park that is rented to a collegiate summer league team known as the
Geneva Red Wings.
<image001.jpg>
<image002.jpg>
There's no excuse for indiscriminately putting up a beer ad in an open city park where kids are playing ball with and
without supervision much of the year. Moreover, the team that uses the facility is a collegiate summer team; only a few
of the players may be old enough to drink legally, and the team and the league cater to families bringing young children
and Little Leaguers to the game and interact with team players.
3

Ads with active pro athletes insinuating training and social benefits
Next, I am protesting Modelo's ads (illicitly posted to Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcXttiTnWcM and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCrkfyIjYYI that respectively insinuate that active triathlete Melissa Stockwell and
active UFC participant Brian Ortega get a training and social benefit from drinking beer https://www.ttb.gov/rulings/95‐
2.htm.
The ATF Ruling 95‐2 indicates it evaluates the legality of ads on a case by case basis, looking for something misleading or
deceptive. That is the case with each of these ads: they portray the athlete drinking beer with comrades as an extension
of their personalities (their "fighting spirit") and their training regimes, thereby "enhanc[ing] athletic prowess,
performance at athletic activities or events, health or conditioning ..."
As such, it comes within the rubric of advertising the ATF "considers to be unacceptable pursuant to sections 205(e) and
(f) and implementing regulations..." and would therefore violate section 4c of the Guidelines too.
The Official Beer of Drinking in the Shower and Breaking Ice
I previously wrote to Ms. Saunders of the Institute regarding my objections to thess particularly atrocious ads, also illicitly
posted to Youtube without regard to who gets to see them. I respectfully repeat and reiterate them as if fully set forth here
if that is necessary as a procedural formality to draw the panel's attention to them.
Rod Kovel
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August 28, 2019

Re: Beer Institute Advertising & Marketing Code Complaint
Dear Mr. Kovel:
Constellation Brands Beer Division is in receipt of your complaint alleging violations of the Beer
Institute Advertising & Marketing Code (the “Code”) dated August 13, 2019. In your complaint,
you assert that Constellation’s Modelo® TV commercials featuring Melissa Stockwell and Brian
Ortega violate Section 4(c) of the Code, and that placement of these advertisements on YouTube
violates Section 3(c)(ii) of the Code. For the reasons set forth below, Constellation respectfully
asserts that the content and placement of its advertisements comply with the standards set forth in
the Code.
Allegations regarding Section 4(c)
In your complaint, you correctly assert that the Melissa Stockwell and Brian Ortega commercials
feature the principal talent’s “fighting spirit.” These advertisements are part of the Modelo®
“Fighting Spirit” campaign, which was launched in 2016 and tells the stories of individuals who
have an unwavering drive for progress and a better life, and who have fought to overcome adversity
and obstacles to achieve success. While the commercials tell Melissa’s and Brian’s respective
“fighting spirit” stories, there is nothing in the referenced advertisements that conveys that drinking
Modelo beer is part of their athletic success or provides a “training or social benefit” to either
individual.
In fact, the scenes that feature Modelo beer depict the principal talent in social settings among
friends—not as part of the athletic competition scenes throughout the commercials. This change in
scenery, and cut between the scenes, was intentional. Section 4(c) of the Code states that “beer
advertising and marketing materials may portray beer as a part of personal and social interactions
and experiences,” which is the case in each of these commercials. Constellation understands that
beer advertising and marketing should not “claim or represent that individuals cannot obtain social,
professional, educational, athletic or financial success or status without beer consumption”, which
is why the scenes featuring Modelo beer are distinct from scenes which feature the athletes
competing in their respective sports. As the commercials separate the occasions which feature beer
from those which feature athletic competition—and make no reference to consumption of beer as
part of achieving athletic success—the referenced commercials are compliant with the Code.
Allegations regarding Section 3(c)(ii)
You also allege that Constellation has violated Section 3(c)(ii) of the Code with certain placements
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on the YouTube platform. Section 3(c)(ii) states that “placements made by or under the control of
the Brewer in digital media in which there is a dialogue between a user and a Brewer may only be
made where a user confirms that he or she is of legal drinking age.” In compliance with the Code,
Constellation uses a variety of measures available on YouTube and Google to ensure that its ads
are targeted and served to adults who are confirmed as 21 years of age or older.
On the YouTube platform, users can view Modelo branded content one of two ways: (i) either
served as a paid placement between other content on the platform (analogous to a commercial
viewed during a television broadcast); or (ii) via the Modelo brand page on the YouTube site. Both
methods are restricted to users of legal drinking age, and age information is collected by the
platform from users’ YouTube or Google accounts. The Modelo paid placements on the platform,
pursuant to YouTube platform guidelines, are only served to users ages 21 or older who are logged
in to YouTube or Google. Similarly, the Modelo brand page on YouTube is only accessible to
logged-in users, who are 21 or older (based on the information provided in their YouTube or
Google accounts). If a user is not logged in, under the legal drinking age, or has not provided a
birth date in his or her account information, that user will not be served Modelo advertising via the
YouTube platform, nor will that user be able to access the Modelo brand page on YouTube.
Constellation takes responsible advertising very seriously and we trust the information provided in
this response addresses your concerns. If you remain dissatisfied, you may request review of your
complaint by the Code Compliance Review Board.
Sincerely,
Matt Stanton
Senior Vice President, Public Affairs, Constellation Brands, Inc.
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Rod Kovel
September 17, 2019
The Compliance Code Review Board
c/o The Beer Institute
440 First Street NW, Suite 350
Washington, DC 20001
Re: Coors, Modelo and Budweiser
Dear Members of the Board:
I am a repeat complainer about ads that violate code standards. I’m using this reply to
complain about the responders as much more than about the ads. That I have omitted a response
to some legal points made by the brewers is about me focusing attention on the out and out deceit
that plagues the instant review. Silence does not mean I agree with any of their legal arguments,
some of which are patently absurd.
I should note that I told Mary Jane Saunders that I would be calling out liars and anyone
who accepts obvious lies at face value very directly unless she told the respondents to rethink
and redo their responses. I did not hear back.
Discussion
In the past, brewers defended complaints about ads in bad taste and beneath standards
with odd legal logic, strange semantics, and frequent dalliances from comprehension of the purpose for having the code.
That has always been a disappointment. The advertising code is an aspiration. It was intended to raise standards and engender trust in the products and the manufacturers.
It is thus unseemly for brewers defending tasteless skit ads – those portraying wilding,
felonious assault on women, drinking beer before breakfast or getting dressed – to act like a
common criminals defended by Legal Aid by trying to weasel out of trouble by trying to split
hairs in the code or employing super narrow lawyer loopholes that will let them and their tasteless advertising just barely squeak past sanctions on a technicality – usually unsuccessfully.
In fact, it is pretty ugly. If the brewers were committed to ads in good taste rather than
being committed to lip service about ads in good taste, then they should be using this forum to
hear out consumers and discuss the propriety of their advertising in an intellectual way. In fairness, they have not really had to do so, as the Board has usually covered for them by ignoring or
rewriting entire sections of the code and/or by creating bizarre new definitions for words beyond
what is provided by standard American dictionaries, thereby allowing brewers to just barely
sneak over the low bar set by the code intending to achieve better advertising.
But now, the companies have sunk to a new low: just lying and hiding what they are up
to. Are Board members prepared to look into their mirrors each morning knowing they have accepted any and every lie at face value?

Budweiser
Budweiser is trying to fool the Board about its illicitly erected product billboard in a
playground, and in particular on the fence at a baseball stadium primarily used by college students, few of whom would be LDA, in violation of Rules 12 and 3e.
I previously submitted these 2 photos showing the whereabouts of the sign and a detailed
account of who uses the field. These were not challenged.

AB’s representative, David McKenzie had three unsworn responses.
With no basis whatever, McKenzie claims first that the Rule 12 only applies to signs adjacent to highways, and second, he claims that the area is not a playground.
Those are lies.
The rule itself could not be more explicit. A sign may be no less than 500 feet from a
playground, much less be posted in a playground. Period. There are no exceptions or equivocations of any kind. Absolutely nothing in, near, or about the rule even begins to hint it says what
McKenzie says it says.
It is one thing to ask an arbitrator for a weird misinterpretation of a rule or for an off-text
exception following unforeseen difficulties with it. But this is just McKenzie lying about the
contents of the code and hoping no one notices.
Now let’s turn to his other contention, which is that the sign is not in a playground.
McKenzie contends, despite a satellite photograph of an open, active recreation city park
with an open to all comers softball field, a soccer field with the goals in position, and a basketball court near the baseball diamond, that there is no playground on that site.
What else it could be besides a playground he does not say. Other than lie about the contents of the photo, the best he can hope for is that you will not believe your eyes.
Now let’s deal with his contention that the sign isn’t in violation of Rule 3f, which prohibits the placement of logos on, among other things, “other materials intended primarily for use
by persons below” LDA. McKenzie claims the rule really only applies to “branded apparel.”
Here too, a lie. Clothing and “other materials” are separately included in a list of items
prohibited from having beer logos. If the term “other materials” was bizarrely meant to only refer
to “branded apparel” – despite the fact clothing is already on the list – McKenzie did not indicate
where or when that was established or what grammar supports that. It would seem far more likely that his unattributed assertion is an unfounded factoid made up just now. Perhaps his willingness to make up a story from scratch is a function of getting paid by the respondent for spin.
There is literally no reason why the Board or anyone should be bound by an unproved contrivance, advanced for the first time devoid of context, that defies logic and English.
Fences are part of the field under the rules of baseball. A batted or thrown ball that hits
the Budweiser billboard is in bounds and in play. The games played on that field in the middle of
a playground involve participants who are college students, although that league also permits recently graduated high schoolers. Most of the players are not LDA. There could hardly be a more
obvious violation of both the letter and the spirit of the code than the placement of giant beer ad
exactly where children and adolescents play ball.
Absent the board’s acceptance of some completely fabricated alternate version reality and
the plain text of the code to lower the bar on what is tasteful advertising, this is as cut and dried
as it gets.
As a passing note, McKenzie and AB also tried to shift the blame for the misplaced sign
to AB’s local distributor, Lake Beverage. That was an ugly typical common-criminal defense.
First, it would be awfully convenient to be able to declare all wrongly placed billboards
the fault of third party non-members of the Beer Institute, leaving no one officially accountable.

Second, distributors are affected by the Code even though they aren’t members. “The
Beer Institute encourages all with whom Brewers do business to adhere to the law, as well as this
voluntary Advertising and Marketing Code.” As brewers know what the distributors are doing
with the trademarks and logos they have licensed to them and as they benefit from misplaced ads
with profits, were they are committed to more than lip service about compliance, they could
sanction companies using their marks while flouting the rules rather than claim helplessness. Ultimately, the buck stops with the brewers. AB should stop blaming its associates for dirty work
when it has the last clear chance to prevent violations and can do so easily.
Coors
Coors representative Kelly Grebe is an out and out liar.
In defending an illicit posting of its commercials to Youtube, Grebe maintains
[T]here is no interaction or dialogue between the consumer and the advertising.
.... Lastly, despite having no requirement under the BI Code to do so, MillerCoors
uploads all of our content to an age-gated channel, working directly with YouTube to do so.
All of that is false, as demonstrated by the picture, obtained yesterday.

The claim that there is no dialog between viewer and Coors via Youtube is laughable.
The top red arrow indicates that the presence of an age gate: the Youtube sign in. Underage users
are restricted to family friendly content. Anyone who doesn’t sign in is so restricted too. Posters,
on the honor system, are obliged to indicate what is and is not family friendly to make the system
work as intended.
When a user signs in and starts viewing posted content, information about him goes to the
poster, as do lots of analytics. A signed in user may also post a comment directed to Coors or the

world about the ad or anything else, at present there are 104 comments from viewers, many if not
most of them directed at Coors, which can then moderate the comments posted. A signed in user
may also subscribe and start getting communications including email notices about changes to
the channel. He or she may also “like” or “dislike” a video or “flag” a video that the user believes to be inappropriate, infringing copyright, or otherwise in violation of Youtube’s terms and
conditions.
These are all dialogs between viewers and brewers. The insinuation that this doesn’t exist
and that there is no contact between Coors and the people who see its ads on Youtube is a lie.
The fact Youtube does not require viewers to sign in does not negate the existence of the
dialog and the age gate. The fact that Coors has circumvented the age gate by choosing not to
age restrict content does not provide a loophole that lets Coors have it both ways – a dialog system to get user information and input but not a dialog system to send its ads to children illicitly.
As of today, MillerCoors has still not utilized the sign in to prevent its ads to any one of
any age notwithstanding a rule that requires age confirmation whenever there is a dialog. The age
gate remains unused. Any assertion that MillerCoors does whatever is necessary to comply with
the Code’s age access rules is false.
In the same vain, Coors engages in lies by omission in several places.
Grebe told the Board that Youtube is 86%+ LDC. But he does not say where that number
came from or how he knows that to be correct. Nor does he contradict my research that showed
that there is no way to tell what those percentages are because Youtube analytics group 18-24
year olds together, leaving is no way to how many within the group are LDA. He says nothing
whatsoever about the constituency of the television market.
Instead, there are naked, unsourced claims about the demographics, tendered on a take it
or leave it basis. It is bizarre that this is was Grebe’s course because under Code’s Digital Media
Guidelines age rules at page 15, brewers must know their audience in advance and the results are
subject regular audit under rule 3 c (iii). If there really was research and audit results bearing him
out, that documentation could have been – and should have been – attached to his statement for
corroboration. So in light of the foregoing, there is no reason to believe any of his stuff – like
Donald Trump’s claims about his unseen tax returns – is anything more than fantasy and lies.
Grebe also says a committee made up of (unspecified) individuals with (unspecified) qualifications, an (unspecified) agenda, and an (unspecified) amount of bias, relying on (unspecified) methods and (unspecified) data and evidently no real data about the TV audience agreed to
approve the advertisement at an (unspecified) time, and he suggests that these (unknown) individuals’ conclusions justifies the placement ad showing a knucklehead drinking in the shower
and two knuckleheads drinking in their pajamas before they breakfast and that their conclusions
are somehow binding on the Board and the world.
I disagree. Even if any part of this unbelievably banal, cockamamie and unproven story
was true, it is utterly meaningless. God only knows who those people are and why they act as
they do, if they exist at all. No board is obliged to accept that disgraceful proffer as definitive.
A more subtle lie comes in the form of the defense of using snowboarder Christian Connors in a video ad from 2013.

To be sure, Grebe is correct that there are different rules for “generally recognizable athletes, entertainers and other celebrities” on the one hand and “actors and models” on the other.
Actors must be a confirmed 25 years old; “generally recognizable athletes” only have to reasonably appear to be LDA. But that begs the question of whether Connors, who was born in 1989
and would have been 23 or 24 all during 2013, is a “generally recognizable athlete.”
Grebe tries to cruise past this crucial point and gives no proof that Connors is or was
“generally recognizable.” Instead, he refers to Connors as an “athlete.”
Everyone on earth is a Public Accountant but only persons with qualifications can be a
Certified Public Accountant. Likewise, everyone on earth is an athlete, but only a performer with
qualifications can be a “generally recognizable athlete” under this rubric. Did Christian Connors
compete on ESPN? Is he recognized by strangers in public in 2013 or now? Were articles written
about him in Sports Illustrated? Did he appear on David Letterman? Does he sign autographs for
money at card shows? Is he the subject of reality programming?
No. No. No. No. No. And no. He is not “generally recognizable.” If he had as much as 15
minutes of fame, they were long ago. Using him as an under 25 performer in an ad that pops up
on youtube at whatever random time anyone of any age chooses to summon it up or at any when
youtube’s algorithms choose to show it is a code violation for use of underage actors.
Lawyers use the phrase “Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus.” What it means is if a witness
lies on one point, you are free to assume he is lying about everything.
I encourage that. There are a ton of lies in the CoorsMiller response, including items that
seem to be made up from whole cloth five minutes ago, and no reason whatever for the Board to
try to dance around Grebe’s transparent lies in order to yield a naked save for CoorsMiller. That
will not look good in court or at the Federal Trade Commission.
Modelo
Modelo’s representative, Matt Stanton, is also a liar. Here’s what he said about the ability
of youtube users to access Modelo’s ad featuring Melissa Stockwell.
... the Modelo brand page on YouTube is only accessible to logged-in users, who
are 21 or older (based on the information provided in their YouTube or Google
accounts). If a user is not logged in, under the legal drinking age, or has not provided a birth date in his or her account information, that user will not be served
Modelo advertising via the YouTube platform, nor will that user be able to access
the Modelo brand page on YouTube.
Entirely false. Here’s the photo. The green arrow is me not signed in. The white arrow is
Melissa Stockwell holding a Modelo in an ad that has begun. The blue arrow is the proof I was at
the Modelo brand page. I note in passing that Stanton wrote that on August 28. Modelo had more
than two weeks to fix the site after he lied but allowed the proof he lied to remain on Modelo’s
Youtube channel.

With that settled, we come to the issue of whether or not Modelo complies with the research parts of the age rules.
Here’s what Stanton said about that.
In compliance with the Code, Constellation uses a variety of measures available
on YouTube and Google to ensure that its ads are targeted and served to adults
who are confirmed as 21 years of age or older.
His statement is interesting more for what is omitted than for his lies about restricting
ads. While he claims Modelo utilized (unspecified) techniques and that (unspecified) individuals
examined them, where is the paper trail required by the Digital Medial Guide? Where did Modelo get 18-21 age group numbers that no one prepares and no one seems to compile? And how
did I reach a supposedly restricted ad having despite not signing in?
Now around those lies comes the more subjective question of whether Modelo pitches
itself as part and parcel of the process that makes Melissa a great athlete. I say that the ad is reasonably point blank about insinuating that Melissa has a “fighting spirit,” and that drinking Modelo is a character building trait useful to sport and life, and as it is a product for those with a
“fighting spirit” and specifically not for us losers who don’t drink Modelo.
Stanton contends otherwise, ie, that viewers cannot read into the ad any suggestion from
Modelo that drinking its beer, which engenders a “fighting spirit” makes buyers better people.
Around his obvious lies about whether the ad is available on youtube or not and whether
the company checks the demographics, it is hard to imagine he believes his own assessment.
Sincerely,
Rod Kovel
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